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OctOBer 4   n    H. Nicholas Muller III
Fallingwater  
Frank Lloyd Wright’s masterpiece Fallingwater is often ranked number one 
in the AIA ratings of America’s most important structures. Former executive 
director of the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation, H. Nicholas Muller III, shares 
stories about this legendary property and its creator. 

NOVeMBer 1   n    Reeve Lindbergh
rowing Against Wind and tide: the Journals and Letters 
of Anne Morrow Lindbergh 
Author Reeve Lindbergh discusses collecting four decades of her  
mother’s previously unpublished diaries and letters—shedding light on her 
mother’s marriage to Charles Lindbergh and her take on world events.  
Underwriter: The Norwich Bookstore  

DeceMBer 6   n    Amy Hungerford
J. D. Salinger’s Family Dramas
Why did Salinger write novels that sound like plays? Yale Professor of English 
and Dean of Humanities Amy Hungerford explores the voices and dramas  
of the Glass family at the heart of Salinger’s work and his themes of love, 
religion, and the power of performance. Underwriter: Crossroads Academy

JANuAry 3   n    Colin Calloway
the Indian World of George Washington
Dartmouth professor Colin Calloway discusses the first president’s relations 
with Indian peoples and considers how Native American nations and lands 
shaped the man who shaped the republic. Underwriter: Otto & Associates

FeBruAry 7   n    Randall Balmer 
the Different Strains of American evangelicalism  
Dartmouth professor and historian of American religion Randall Balmer both 
looks at the internal diversity of American Evangelicalism, which is generally 
seen as monolithic but that includes a progressive strain focused on personal 
and social reform as opposed to theological orthodoxy, and reflects on its 
theological insights and contradictions. Underwriter: Otto & Associates 

MArcH 7   n    James Maroney 
Memoirs of an Art Dealer 
Former Head of American Paintings at Christie’s and Sotheby’s James 
Maroney shares stories of his experiences in the art world of the 1970s 
when American art began to come into its own.

AprIL 4   n    Judith Tick 
ella: the Jazz Genius 
Jazz legend Ella Fitzgerald has been described as private in words, but her  
music speaks volumes about herself, her friendships, even her politics. Drawing  
on archival material, family interviews, and recordings, Northeastern University  
professor Judith Tick presents a portrait of the woman and the artist.

MAy 2   n    Martha Hodes
Mourning Lincoln 
Public responses to Lincoln’s assassination have been well chronicled, but 
New York University Professor of History Martha Hodes is the first to  
delve into personal and private responses—of African Americans and whites, 
Yankees and Confederates, soldiers and civilians. Here she investigates  
the human-scale reaction to America’s first presidential assassination.
Presented with Dartmouth College History Department  
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